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Biobauernhof Schuster
farm, farmhouse in Hopfgarten

Holidays all year round for adventurers and those in search of peace and quiet at our family-friendly, organic farm which is
idyllically situated at 780m above sea level on the southern slope of the Hohe Salve - there is a lot to discover on our farm.
The animals
Our fluffy rabbits, our lovely tomcat Stritzie and our child-loving goat Hanni are happy about strokes and grass at any time of
the day. Our cows and their calves can hardly wait to meet you - in winter in the barn and in summer on the Hohe Salve, where
they enjoy their summer holiday.

The playground
Children can play happily and carefree in our play hut, with a mud kitchen, climbing wall and slide into the hay, or let off steam
in the spacious playground on the double swing, on the trampoline, in the sandpit, on the seesaw, playing table tennis or
badminton or riding a scooter or a pedal tractor.

The garden
The large idyllic garden with seating in the green or in the barbecue hut which is surrounded by fragrant roses as w...



near the forest · quiet location · meadowlands · right on the slope · on the hiking path · mountain location · massage



Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers

Apartment, shower, toilet, 2 bed rooms

The lovingly furnished holiday flat "Appartement Gipfelblick" is on the

second floor of our farmhouse. The 53m2 flat offers a south-facing

balcony with seating. In addition to a fully equipped kitchen...

ab

€ 86,00
per apartment on 25.05.2023

TO THE OFFER

2-5 Personen · 2 Bedrooms · 50 m²

Apartment, shower, toilet, 2 bed rooms

The cosy flat "Appartement Panoramablick" is on the second floor of our

farmhouse. From the balcony you can enjoy the fantastic view as the

morning sun rises above the Tyrolean mountains. The kitchene...

ab

€ 86,00
per apartment on 25.05.2023

TO THE OFFER

2-5 Personen · 2 Bedrooms · 50 m²

Conditions
We love animals which is why there are so many of them on the farm, but only outdoors and in the barn. We do not
accommodate pets in the apartments. You are welcome to use the washing machine (for a fee) which is in the common area,
not in the apartment. There are free parking spaces by the house and we also offer covered parking spaces.
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Nathalie Rabl

The HOST FAMILY

For us Schusters, hospitality and cordiality are top priorities. Each of us contributes to making your

holiday unforgettable. We always have an open ear for all concerns, are happy to give tips on hikes

or excursions and just like to have a chat with you.
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